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Abstract

The space radiation environment is dominated by heavy charged particles with

atomic numbers ranging from 1 to 93, with broad energy spectra that exceed

10 GeV per nucleon. Despite advances in space radiation modeling and trans-

port, radiation detectors continue to provide critical data for understanding

risks of health effects to astronauts in space. In the past, NASA relied on tissue-

equivalent proportional counters and passive devices for operational dosimetry;

however, in recent years, pixel detectors providing detailed information about

the radiation environment through analysis of charged particle tracks have been

demonstrated in space. These next-generation detectors, based on Timepix

read-out technology, require special analysis considerations that were not neces-

sary or possible for previous dosimetry tools. The impacts of slowing-down and

stopped ions on absorbed dose measurements must be explicitly modeled to un-

derstand variations with detector orientation. The purpose of the present study

is to conclusively demonstrate that while absorbed dose measurements of pene-

trating charged particles are independent of detector orientation, slowing-down

and stopped particles can result in charged particle absorbed dose measure-
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ments that are dependent on detector orientation. Monte Carlo simulations of

an unshielded detector, irradiated at selected orientations by different kinetic en-

ergy domains with fluence spectra representative of two historical solar particle

events, are presented to demonstrate the dependence of absorbed dose measure-

ments. Next, results from Monte Carlo simulations of the same energy domains

and fluence spectra, isotropically impinging on an anisotropic shield configura-

tion about the detector, are shown, to exhibit the potential for observing varying

absorbed doses under realistic environment and shielding conditions. Finally,

slowing-down and stopped proton data acquired with Timepix-based detectors

at the Tandem Van de Graaff at Brookhaven National Laboratory are used to

demonstrate the effect via accelerator-based measurements.

Keywords: Space radiation, Timepix, Dosimetry, Solar particle event,

Protons, Monte Carlo
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1. Introduction1

1.1. Space Radiation Environment and Risks2

The space radiation environment is more intense than, and distinct from,3

the background radiation environment on Earth, primarily due to the absence4

of shielding provided by the combined effects of Earth’s geomagnetic field and5

atmosphere. Three major sources of radiation in space are solar particle events6

(SPEs), galactic cosmic rays (GCRs), and geomagnetically-trapped particles.7

SPEs, which may last from hours to days, are comprised of charged ions, largely8

protons, accelerated through explosive processes on the Sun, such as solar flares9

and coronal mass ejections [1]. Event-integrated SPE fluence spectra are com-10

monly modeled with proton kinetic energies up to about 2 GeV for space ra-11

diation dosimetry purposes. GCRs comprise a slowly varying, low flux density12

background of fully-ionized heavy charged particles with broad energy spec-13

tra [2]. Bands of geomagnetically-trapped protons and electrons form the Van14

Allen radiation belts [3]. The inner belt, part of which is present at Interna-15
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tional Space Station (ISS) altitudes in the form of the South Atlantic Anomaly16

(SAA), is dominated by protons with kinetic energies less than about 1 GeV,17

while the outer belt is dominated by electrons with energies less than 20 MeV.18

Scientists have been aware of human health risks arising from ionizing radia-19

tion exposure since the beginning of the 20th Century [4]. Astronauts on space20

missions are at risk of a number of radiation-induced health effects, includ-21

ing cancer [5], central nervous system damage [6], cardiovascular system effects22

[7, 8], cataracts [9, 10], and potentially Acute Radiation Syndrome (ARS) [11].23

NASA’s radiation protection program is similar to radiation protection pro-24

grams on Earth in that it is based on the principles of justification, limitation,25

and minimization: exposures are justified in the context of individual and soci-26

etal risks and benefits [12]; risk limits are imposed by NASA standards [13]; and27

the As Low As Reasonably Achievable (ALARA) Principle is applied prior to28

and during space missions [13, 14]. Strategies for reducing lifetime impacts of29

radiation health effects include crew selection, shielding, development and use of30

radio-protectants, and environment prediction and monitoring. While space ra-31

diation environment models have significantly improved with time, environment32

monitoring remains an important tool for anchoring models to reality. Addi-33

tionally, no method to accurately predict SPE occurrence and resulting proton34

flux density spectrum as a function of time presently exists, so active detection35

is particularly imperative for protecting astronauts venturing outside of Earth’s36

geomagnetic field.37

1.2. Exploration Mission Radiation Monitoring38

The suite of NASA instruments used for space radiation protection on the39

ISS includes passive dosimeters [15]; tissue equivalent proportional counters40

(TEPCs) [15, 16]; ISS Radiation Assessment Detector (RAD), based on the41

Mars Science Laboratory RAD [17], with an additional sensor dedicated to42

neutron measurement; and Extra-Vehicular Charged Particle Directional Spec-43

trometers (EV-CPDSs) [18]. These instruments require either mass transfer to44

and from Earth, in the case of passive dosimeters, or large mass, volume, and45
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power budgets, in the case of active detectors. Space radiation monitoring for46

exploration missions, however, necessitates use of active detectors that are much47

lower mass and volume, and can operate on less power.48

In 2012, NASA began a technology demonstration, known as the ISS Ra-49

diation Environment Monitor (REM), to investigate the feasibility of designing50

a space radiation monitoring solution based on the Timepix chip [19] devel-51

oped through the Medipix2 Collaboration at CERN [20]. The Timepix chip is52

a read-out array of 256-by-256 pixels, each with a side length of 55 µm. For53

space radiation dosimetry, it is bump-bonded to bulk silicon semiconductor,54

which provides an active volume for energy deposition by ionizing radiation.55

Pixel-wise calibration of the devices is traditionally performed using low-energy56

X-rays and gammas [21], although recently, a method to augment the traditional57

calibration with higher energy depositions relevant for space radiation has been58

devised [22].59

The Timepix detection assembly (consisting of the Timepix read-out chip60

and silicon detection element) is an attractive option for space radiation envi-61

ronment monitoring because it is small, can be operated at less than one watt,62

and provides an energy deposition pattern for charged particles that traverse63

the active volume. This energy deposition pattern can be spatially integrated64

to generate traditional data products, such as absorbed dose, or can be pro-65

cessed using more complicated analysis tools to probabilistically determine the66

charge and kinetic energy of the incident ion. Generally, ISS REM units have67

shown good agreement with the ISS-TEPC [23, 24]. They have also shown good68

agreement with newer space radiation detectors, such as DOSTEL, ISS RAD,69

and intra-vehicular (IV) TEPC. Given the success of the ISS REM technology70

demonstration, NASA continued pursuing Timepix-based radiation monitor-71

ing solutions, including the Battery-operated Independent Radiation Detector72

(BIRD), which flew on Exploration Flight Test 1 (EFT-1) in December 201473

[25], and the Hybrid Electronic Radiation Assessor (HERA), which will fly on74

Exploration Mission 1 (EM-1) and EM-2, the first crewed mission of the Orion75

Multi-Purpose Crew Vehicle.76
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1.3. Problem and Hypothesis77

Attempts to model ISS REM detector responses have resulted in under-78

estimation of measured absorbed dose [26]. Also, the absorbed dose reported79

by ISS-TEPC has been observed to vary as a function of angular position at the80

same location on ISS [27]. Furthermore, differences in absorbed dose have been81

observed between co-located DOSTEL active silicon dosimeters [28]. Previous82

absorbed dose differences have been attributed to ISS orientation changes in83

orbit [29], but no study has conclusively determined the portion of the proton84

spectrum responsible for the changes, nor has the potential for the effect been85

examined in isotropic space radiation environments.86

Slowing-down and stopped ions1 have been previously shown to cause arti-87

facts in dE/dx spectra acquired by the ISS REM on-orbit [30]. Additionally,88

impacts of detector orientation on neutron detector efficiency, resulting from89

non-uniform interaction probabilities for different path lengths, have been de-90

tailed in literature [31]. We hypothesize that the change in dE/dx over the91

path length causes an angular dependence for absorbed dose measurements for92

non-isotropic detector volumes, such as the silicon detection element used in93

NASA Timepix-based radiation detection systems. Thus, impacts of slowing-94

down and stopped ions must be considered by modeling the entire detector95

volume to properly simulate detector response or use these data for astronaut96

radiation risk analyses.97

2. Materials and Methods98

2.1. Consideration of Penetrating Charged Particles99

Since slowing-down and stopped charged particles are hypothesized to cause100

angular dependence for absorbed dose, it is first useful to eliminate penetrating101

1In the present study, “slowing-down” is used to describe ions with a substantial change in

dE/dx over a given path length, while “stopped” is used to describe ions that slow down to

zero kinetic energy in the detector volume. “Penetrating” is used to describe ions that exhibit

minimal change in dE/dx over a given path length.
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charged particles as contributors to such an effect. To show that absorbed102

dose from penetrating charged particles is invariant with angular distribution,103

several assumptions are employed:104

1. Energy deposited is equal to energy absorbed;105

2. The field is broad beam;106

3. Absorbed dose contributions from nuclear interactions are small relative107

to absorbed dose contributions resulting from Coulombic interactions with108

atomic electrons;109

4. Straggling is neglected, so energy deposited per unit path length is equal110

to linear energy transfer (LET); and111

5. The energy deposited is much less than the kinetic energy of the particle,112

so the energy deposited per unit path length does not change over the113

path.114

Assumptions 4 and 5 are notably inapplicable to slowing-down and stopped115

charged particles. Assumption 3 is less true for slowing-down and stopped116

charged particles than for penetrating charged particles, but the maximum con-117

tribution of nuclear interactions to stopping power is about 10 %[32].118

Here, the active volume of the detector is modeled as a rectangular paral-119

lelepiped, which is subjected to irradiation from an arbitrary solid angle direc-120

tion. The absorbed dose, D, for the active volume is given as121

D =
1

m

∑
Z

∫
T

∫
Ω

E(Z, T,Ω)dTdΩ (1)

where m is the mass of the active volume, Z represents the particle type, T is122

the particle kinetic energy, E is the energy deposition, and Ω is the solid angle123

direction. We consider one type of particle and a mono-energetic beam, so the124

absorbed dose calculation simplifies to125

D =
1

m

∫
Ω

E(Ω)dΩ (2)
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Since the LET is constant for all path lengths traversing the active volume,126

the energy deposition is found as the product of LET, S, and the integral path127

length,
∫
`
`NΩ(`)d`. So,128

D =
1

m
S

∫
Ω

∫
`

`NΩ(`)d`dΩ (3)

Using the definition of mean path length, ¯̀
Ω,129

D =
1

m
S

∫
Ω

¯̀
Ω

∫
`

NΩ(`)d`dΩ (4)

Now, the integral of the path length distribution must be equal to the number of130

particles incident on the active volume, NΩ. Additionally, the mean path length131

through the detector is equal to the quotient of the volume, V , and projected132

area, AΩ [33]. Thus,133

D =
1

m
SV

∫
Ω

NΩ

AΩ
dΩ (5)

The quotient of the number of particles incident on the active volume and the134

projected area is the particle fluence as a function of solid angle direction, Φ(Ω).135

Now,136

D =
1

m
SV

∫
Ω

Φ(Ω)dΩ (6)

Integrating over solid angle and using the definition of mass density, ρ,137

D =
1

ρ
SΦ (7)

Equation 7 exhibits no solid angle direction dependence2 Therefore, absorbed138

dose from penetrating charged particles is invariant with solid angle distribution.139

This result is true for environments consisting of different particle types and140

energies, provided they satisfy the stated assumptions, since absorbed dose for141

2An identical result is found by defining particle fluence as the path length per unit volume

in the detector. Additionally, Equation 7 is used to calculate absorbed dose to a point in the

NASA High Charge and Energy Transport Code (HZETRN) [34, 35].
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the environment can be found by integrating over the distribution of particle142

types and energies.143

2.2. Radiation Transport144

Since fast, penetrating particles satisfying the five assumptions listed in145

the previous section can not be the source of angular dependence in absorbed146

dose, it is reasonable to investigate the impacts of slowing-down and stopped147

charged particles, especially since Assumption 5 is, by definition, inapplicable148

to slowing-down and stopped ions. To examine the differences in absorbed dose149

from slowing-down and stopped ions with solid angle distribution, the Particle150

and Heavy Ion Transport code System (PHITS) [36–38] version 2.88 was used.151

PHITS is deployed on the Kansas State University Beocat High Performance152

Computing System using the Message Passing Interface to permit fast execution153

over multiple computing cores.154

Heavy charged particles were transported to 1 keV per nucleon, photons were155

transported to 1 keV, and electrons and positrons were transported to 100 keV.156

The PHITS event generator was used to statistically generate and transport157

reaction products resulting from neutrons with kinetic energies below 20 MeV.158

Delta rays were not transported, as delta ray escape is not expected to be159

a substantial contributor to lack of charged particle equilibrium for the space160

radiation environments considered. Energy and angle straggling were considered161

in all simulations.162

2.3. Shielding and Irradiation Conditions163

Three scenarios were established to investigate the role of slowing-down and164

stopped charged particles in angular dependence of absorbed dose. These are:165

1. An unshielded detector irradiated by two historical SPEs with mono-166

directional angular distributions,167

2. A detector enveloped by an anisotropic shield distribution irradiated by168

two historical SPEs (same as those used in Case 1) with isotropic angular169

distributions, and170
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3. An unshielded detector irradiated by a broad, mono-directional beam of171

mono-energetic protons.172

Case 1 is an extreme scenario that is expected to yield the largest differences173

in absorbed dose as a function of incident angle. Three angles with respect to174

normal incidence on the detector face were considered: 0◦, 45◦, and 90◦. The po-175

lar angle was constant at 0◦. Case 2 represents a more realistic scenario, where176

the detector is shielded by an aluminum cylindrical shell with wall thickness177

1 g cm-2, end thickness 20 g cm-2, inner radius 50 cm, and inner height 100 cm.178

On a spatial scale of meters or less, SPEs tend to assume an isotropic angular179

distribution, and this was reflected in the simulation for this case. Two shielding180

configurations were simulated: Configuration 1, with the cylindrical shell ori-181

ented such that the ends were parallel to the detector face, and Configuration 2,182

with the cylindrical shell oriented such that the ends were perpendicular to the183

detector face. In both configurations, the detector was located at the center of184

the cylindrical shell.185

For Cases 1 and 2, separate simulations were performed for the August 1972186

[39] and February 1956 [40] SPEs. These were historically-large events that are187

commonly used to investigate SPE dosimetry. The August 1972 SPE repre-188

sents an event that is “soft”, as it is comprised largely of lower-energy protons,189

while the February 1956 SPE represents an event that is “hard”, as the fluence190

spectrum extends to higher proton kinetic energies. Instead of simulating the191

entire spectrum, each event was segmented into energy ranges consisting of pro-192

tons with kinetic energies from 0.01 MeV to 8.13 MeV; 8.13 MeV to 65.5 MeV;193

65.5 MeV to 100 MeV; and 100 MeV to 2000 MeV. These ranges, determined194

using data from the National Institute of Standards and Technology Stopping-195

Power and Range Tables for Protons database [32] for silicon, represent protons196

that will stop in the active volume, regardless of angle of incidence; protons197

that may stop in the active volume, depending on angle of incidence; protons198

that may slow in the active volume; and protons that will penetrate the active199

volume with little or no change in LET over most path lengths.200
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Case 3 was devised to permit direct comparison of simulation results with201

data acquired at the Brookhaven National Laboratory (BNL) Tandem Van de202

Graaff Facility [41] for protons with kinetic energies of 5 MeV and 20 MeV. The203

BNL Tandem Van de Graaff (TVdG) Facility has a rotation stage that is used to204

change angle of incidence of particles with respect to the detector face without205

needing to break vacuum. An image of HERA testing at the BNL TVdG Facility,206

with hardware mounted to the rotation stage, is shown in Figure 1. Four angles207

with respect to normal incidence were tested: 0◦, 20◦, 40◦, and 60◦. Additional208

angles and proton kinetic energies were simulated to understand the behavior209

of protons that could be observed during an SPE.210

2.4. Timepix-based Detector Model211

A simplified model of the Timepix-based detector was constructed in PHITS.212

The active volume of the detector was defined as silicon with dimensions of213

14.08 mm by 14.08 mm by 500 µm. A 256 by 256 array of bump bonds was214

modeled, each as a tin cube with side length 20 µm centered on a pixel with side215

length 55 µm. Finally, the Timepix chip was modeled as a 700 µm thick silicon216

element, with layers of nickel (2 µm thick), gold (0.1 µm thick), and copper217

(700 µm thick) beneath the silicon. The planar dimensions were 14.08 mm by218

14.08 mm for the Timepix chip and all metallic layers.219

3. Results220

3.1. Unshielded Detector221

Absorbed doses for the unshielded Timepix-based detector subjected to irra-222

diation from a broad, mono-directional beam are shown in Figure 2 and Figure 3223

for the August 1972 SPE and the February 1956 SPE, respectively3. As previ-224

ously described, the spectra were split into four energy ranges to more clearly225

3Uncertainties from Monte Carlo statistics are insignificant contributors to overall uncer-

tainties for all simulated quantities. Therefore, in the present study, error bars are presented

only for quantities that have other significant contributors to overall uncertainty.
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exhibit the impacts of slowing-down and stopped protons on the simulated ab-226

sorbed doses.227

3.2. Shielded Detector228

Absorbed doses for the Timepix-based detector shielded by an aluminum229

cylindrical shell irradiated with an isotropic source are shown in Figure 4 and230

Figure 5, respectively. No simulations were performed for the 0.01 MeV to231

8.13 MeV energy range, since these protons do not have sufficient energy to232

penetrate the minimum aluminum shielding thickness.233

3.3. Benchmarking Mono-energetic Beam Simulations with Experiment234

Energy deposition data for 5 MeV and 20 MeV protons, which have ranges235

of 220 µm and 2400 µm in silicon, respectively [32], were acquired at the BNL236

TVdG Facility to perform advanced calibration [22] of Timepix-based radiation237

detectors to be used on the ISS. The advanced calibration process requires238

acquisition at multiple angles of incidence to obtain different values of energy239

deposition within the active volume. Example frames from data acquisition240

are shown in Figure 6 for 5 MeV protons and Figure 7 for 20 MeV protons.241

These frames show energy deposited per pixel, in units of kiloelectron-volts, as242

a function of spatial location on the Timepix. Each cluster of pixels results243

from energy deposition by a proton with the stated nominal kinetic energy.244

Acquisition of proton data at these energies presented an opportunity to further245

test the hypothesis by comparing simulations to experimental measurements.246

First, absorbed dose response functions (Fig. 8) were calculated by simula-247

tion for the two energies at orientations corresponding to those used to acquire248

data. Next, simulated absolute absorbed doses were calculated by finding the249

product of the absorbed dose response function and estimated particle fluence.250

Unfortunately, the particle flux densities used in the data acquisition were too251

small to be measured using the facility detector, so the particle fluence was252

calculated using the proton cluster count as measured by the Timepix-based253

radiation detector and the projected area of the active volume with respect to254
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the beam orientation. A comparison of measured and simulated absorbed doses255

is shown in Figure 9 for 5 MeV protons and in Figure 10 for 20 MeV protons.256

The subjective 95 % confidence intervals for measured and simulated quantities257

were ±5 % and ±10 %, respectively. The primary contributor to measurement258

error is conversion of time-over-threshold counts to energy deposition, while the259

primary contributor to simulation error is calculation of particle fluence.260

4. Discussion261

4.1. Unshielded Detector262

The unshielded detector represents an extreme scenario resulting in the263

largest variation in absorbed dose as a function of angle of incidence with respect264

to the surface normal of the detector face. The proton kinetic energy ranges265

show consistent results in Figure 2 and Figure 3. The 0.01 MeV to 8.13 MeV266

range exhibits the largest difference with angle. Ratio of absorbed dose for each267

angle to absorbed dose at normal incidence for this energy range is found to be268

equal to the ratio of projected areas for the angle and normal incidence. This269

result is expected, since (1) the energy deposition per particle is equal to the270

particle range for nearly all of the particles entering the volume, and (2) the271

number of particles entering the volume is proportional to the projected area272

of the detector with respect to the solid angle direction. A small increase in273

absorbed dose occurs at 45◦, followed by a decrease at 90◦in the 8.13 MeV to274

65.5 MeV range, due to the off-setting effects of stopped particles and slowing-275

down particles (an increase in absorbed dose with increasing path length is276

expected for slowing-down particles because of the increase in dE/dx associ-277

ated with ranging). Small differences are observed for the two higher proton278

kinetic energy ranges. These results indicate that extremely large differences in279

absorbed dose can result from highly directional space radiation environments.280

4.2. Shielded Detector281

The shielded detector represents a more realistic exposure situation for a282

detector within a space vehicle during an SPE. Again, consistent results are ob-283
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tained for the August 1972 SPE (Fig. 4) and February 1956 SPE (Fig. 5) for the284

two shielding configurations tested. The total event absorbed dose shows a dif-285

ference of slightly less than 10 %, and is dominated by the 8.13 MeV to 65.5 MeV286

range, which exhibits a difference of slightly greater than 10 %. Configuration 1287

results in a lower absorbed dose than Configuration 2 since the detector face288

is better shielded by the thicker cylindrical shell end caps in Configuration 1.289

In Configuration 2, the detector side is better shielded, but the absorbed dose290

from this direction is already attenuated, as shown for the unshielded detector.291

The overall difference between the two configurations is slightly less than 10 %292

for both historical SPEs. If the detector were modeled as a point, the absorbed293

dose would be identical between the two configurations, since the environment294

is isotropic and the shielding distribution (ignoring solid angle dependence) is295

the same. This result highlights the importance of modeling the entire detector296

volume, especially for highly anisotropic active volumes.297

4.3. Benchmarking Mono-energetic Beam Simulations with Experiment298

In Figure 8, the 5 MeV proton absorbed dose response function clearly ex-299

hibits a decrease with increasing angle from normal, resulting from the corre-300

sponding decrease in projected area presented to the beam by the detector. The301

20 MeV proton absorbed dose response function shows a slight increase with in-302

creasing angle from normal, as due to an increase in dE/dx as the particles303

begin to range.304

Comparison of absolute measured and simulated absorbed doses is excellent305

for 5 MeV protons (Fig. 9), with percent differences in point estimates less than306

4 %. Simulation and measurement for 20 MeV protons agree to within 13 %,307

still acceptable considering the lack of an external beam monitor and associated308

uncertainties. An interesting result pertains to the ratio of simulated absorbed309

dose to measured absorbed dose. This ratio tends to decrease as angle increases,310

indicating that one or more physical processes are not adequately modeled, or311

there is some bias in the data analysis. It is likely that both are contributing312

to this trend. Recall that delta rays were not explicitly transported, effectively313
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imposing an assumption of charged particle equilibrium for the detector. In314

vacuum, there should be a slight deficit of energy deposition, since some delta315

rays will escape the volume, and there is no matter near the detector volume316

to compensate. This effect would be maximized at normal incidence with the317

detector face, since this orientation presents the most area for potential delta318

ray escape, assuming the delta rays are forward directed, and would be more319

severe for higher-energy heavy charged particles, which generate higher energy320

delta rays; both trends are reflected in the results.321

Additionally, energy cuts were used to define proton clusters in the analysis322

of measured data, since other clusters are associated with secondary electrons323

resulting from photon or primary electron interactions. Energy deposition cuts324

from stopped particles are straightforward to define, since the maximum energy325

deposition is equal to the particle kinetic energy. For slowing-down or penetrat-326

ing particles, the definition is more difficult, since it requires defining a practical327

maximum for energy deposition by experience. Therefore, it is possible that a328

greater bias is present in calculation of particle fluence for 20 MeV protons than329

for 5 MeV protons, resulting in a larger percent difference and more prominent330

trend with increasing angle of incidence with the detector face. Future stud-331

ies should explore the impacts of delta ray transport, particularly for detector332

measurements made in vacuum. Despite these sources of bias, the good agree-333

ment obtained between simulation and measurement indicate that the response334

functions shown in Figure 8 are reasonable, and reflect reality, at least to first335

order.336

To further characterize detector response, proton kinetic energies from 1 MeV337

to 1 GeV were simulated for angles of incidence tested at the BNL TVdG Facil-338

ity, and 90◦. Absorbed dose response functions for these irradiation conditions339

are shown in Figure 11. For each angle, the response function increases with in-340

creasing proton kinetic energy to a maximum at the proton kinetic energy with341

range corresponding to nominal path length through the detector. The response342

function then decreases with increasing proton kinetic energy, as expected from343

the Bethe-Bloch formulation. Ratios of response functions at various angles to344
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the response function at normal incidence were also computed (Fig. 12). The345

stopped, slowing-down, and penetrating energy regimes are more clearly exhib-346

ited. For proton kinetic energies below about 8 MeV, the response function ratio347

is equal to the ratio of projected areas presented by the detector to the beam.348

Above 8 MeV, protons are still in the process of slowing down for larger angles.349

The ratio decreases onces the protons begin to penetrate the detector, but are350

still in the process of slowing down. Finally, the ratio of response functions351

converges to unity as the protons penetrate the detector with little change in352

dE/dx over the path lengths through the detector.353

5. Conclusion354

Slowing-down and stopped charged particles were hypothesized to cause an-355

gular dependence for absorbed dose measurements in space radiation environ-356

ments. To test the hypothesis, simulations were performed with the detector357

exposed to SPE environments under varying shielding conditions and solid an-358

gle distributions. Additionally, mono-energetic proton measurements were com-359

pared with simulation, and good agreement was obtained. The results indicate360

that the hypothesis is correct: absorbed dose differences with detector orienta-361

tion are attributed to slowing-down and stopped charged particles.362

Large variations in magnitude of the effect were observed, depending on363

shielding and the degree of field anisotropy. Worst-case differences are found364

for the unshielded detector exposed to a mono-directional proton fluence. Even365

under an isotropic boundary condition, absorbed dose differences exist, if the366

shielding is anisotropic. The results of this study indicate that detector volume367

should be modeled along with the solid angle distribution of the space radia-368

tion environment and shielding. The orientation of the detector with respect369

to an absolute coordinate system is important for interpreting absorbed dose370

measurements.371

Although dosimetric quantities such as absorbed dose and dose equivalent372

continue to serve a role in space radiation protection, the ultimate goal is to373
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characterize the flux density spectrum as a function of particle type and ki-374

netic energy through probabilistic particle classification. This will allow radi-375

ation experts to unfold the external environment, transport the external en-376

vironment through all relevant shielding (including vehicle, supplies, and body377

self-shielding), and calculate organ-specific risks. Detector volumetric and orien-378

tation effects will still impact this new space radiation environment monitoring379

paradigm, and must be characterized to ensure the most accurate astronaut380

radiation risk analyses.381
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Figure 1: HERA test set-up at BNL TVdG Facility
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Figure 2: Absorbed dose for unshielded detector exposed to mono-directional August 1972

SPE
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Figure 6: Example frame for 5 MeV protons acquired at 60 degrees from normal incidence
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Figure 7: Example frame for 20 MeV protons acquired at 60 degrees from normal incidence
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Figure 9: Absorbed dose comparison for mono-directional 5 MeV protons
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Figure 10: Absorbed dose comparison for mono-directional 20 MeV protons
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